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HONESTY AND 
ETHICS:

85% NURSES
70% ENGINEERS
11% MARKETERS
8% SALES

Source: Gallup survey



CEO TRUST:

90% CFO
90% CIO
20% CMO



Most of the marketing 
money is wasted



591,000,000,000 U.S. dollars



Traffi
c

Conversion



95% human behaviour is 
non-conscious 

5% is conscious 

- Gerard Zaltman



Neuromarketing in the US 
presidential election 



“ Hillary will introduce comprehensive 

immigration reform with a pathway to full and equal 
citizenship within her first 100 days in office. It will 
treat every person with dignity, fix the family visa 
backlog, uphold the rule of law, protect our borders 
and national security and bring millions of 
hardworking people into the formal economy.

”



“I’ll build a wall.”



System 1 vs System 2 thinking



● 6 bedrooms
● £900 per night
● 20 mins away 

from Split





How can you use 
neuromarketing in CRO?



Decoy efect

Preferences for either option A or B changes in favor of option B when 
option C is presented, which is similar to option B but in no way better











Anchoring effect

Consumer’s tendency to rely heavily on the first piece of information 
presented to us (the anchor) to make subsequent decisions.











IKEA effect

The tendency for people to place a disproportionately high value on 
objects that they partially assembled themselves, such as furniture from 
IKEA, regardless of the quality of the end result.









Visual depiction effect

The tendency for people to be more inclined to buy a product when it is 
shown in a way which helps them to visualise themselves using it.







Mere exposure effect

The tendency to develop a preference for something just because we are 
familiar with it.







Choice-supportive bias

Customer’s tendency to remember and perceive their decisions as better 
than they actually were.





How do you incorporate 
test ideas based on 
cognitive biases into your 
testing roadmap?



Test idea prioritisation framework



Thank you!


